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7.022 milion

1184 Primary ISCED 1
107 General ISCED 3
349 VET ISCED 3
2014

Guidelines for promoting the role of ICT in education, National Education Council

2016

ICT Action Plan adopted by the Government
2017 Piloting

140 school applied
In total 61 participated
55 Complete Reports
8 Case Studies
2019

- Online Course
- Invited 3 per school
- 2200 participants
- 40% of schools
Course

Organised by the Institute for Education Quality and Evaluation
2 Modules, 8 hours
Lessons, videos
Activities

Tasks:
To register on a SELFIE Platform
To summit an Action Plan
To estimate how many teachers need DC training
Future

- New call for schools to enroll on the course
- Research about the implementation
- Link to other initiatives - EdTech Centre, DCF teachers, projects, external evaluation
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